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conflict and more, ets archives abductedbyaliens org - months earlier the ets showed me in a dream the exact proprietary
reports that i wound up working with at my new company and told me to study them carefully which i did when those very
same reports were handed to me on the job i was struck speechless 45 after i recovered i felt humbled and so very grateful
to the ets for providing, book of mormon personalities known by joseph smith - the angel appeared to me three times
the same night and unfolded the same things after having received many visits from the angels of god unfolding the majesty
and glory of the events that should transpire in the last days on the morning of the 22nd of september a d 1827 the, the
bridge to freedom public group facebook - and that made me sad but in order for the process to be completed we have
to do what is the best for the planet christ has begun the rebuilding process and hopefully we still have time to rescue those
lost angels and get the planet back to track i have asked the christ to do just that save my precious angels and bring them
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